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We are going to break down all the steps and walk you through exactly what it takes to get you from 
where you are now, to the body you've always wanted! 

Be sure to review the chapter summary at the end to ensure you understand each of the learning 
objectives listed for this chapter. 

Where	do	you	start? On the member portal, start by completing Steps 1-4

Step	1:	Calculate your BMR

Step 2: Set	Total	Daily	Caloric	Intake	(TDCI). 

Step	3:	Establish Some Milestones/Goals. 

Step 4: Select a Starting Template Meal Plan 

Once you have determined the appropriate starting point with your calories you can do one of two 
things: 

1. Start on the first menu given your appropriate caloric starting point as provided (recommended)
2. Use the build your own menu guide to build a menu with your own foods  

Step	3:	A	48-Hour	Beginning! 

In the next 48 hours… 

1. If you are currently consuming less than the recommended TDCI try to work toward eating 5-6
meals per day and meeting your suggested macronutrient volume and balance. (Discussed in
the pages that follow.)

2. Try to make sure each meal consists of at least one direct serving of both protein and
carbohydrates. (Either starch or fibrous according to your suggested servings discussed in the
following pages.)

3. Try to meet your suggested requirement for daily water consumption.
4. Try to meet the recommended amount of cardiovascular exercise (which is actually step 4!)
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Expectations and results in your first week 

The first week or so you may feel full all the time, but it is important to continue eating all your meals in 
order to reprogram your metabolism.  It’s also normal in the first week to possibly note positive or 
negative changes both in mood and energy levels, this is often a detoxification effect associated with 
internal change. Generally, if weight loss is your goal your weight will begin to drop right away but this is 
not absolute nor is it an indication of your success in the weeks that follow. Be patient, we’re all 
distracted by our need for instant gratification but it’s important to note that generally the faster you 
lose the weight the more likely it is that you will gain it back. Our expected weight loss will be 
somewhere between 1-3lbs/week but most importantly we just want to see the scale move even slightly 
every 2-3 days, if it isn’t than immediate alteration of your menu should take place! 

After the first 2 weeks you should find your change in habits becoming much easier. If progress has 
begun and appears to be steady you may consider the prospect of having a ‘reward  meal’ 1 day per 
week. Because sustainability is a primary factor in achieving permanent weight loss we want to ensure 
that emotionally and psychologically you enjoy your lifestyle habits, for some the reward of going out 
and eating whatever you like for a ‘cheat meal’ greatly improves both weight loss and mood. 

It should also be noted that the longer and more strict you stay to your menu and variables without 
variance, and with the subtle manipulations and "plateau smashers" found in a later chapter that you 
can successfully alter your menu and find weight loss every 48 hours (if the menu you are on is not 
giving you the intended result). 

Exercise 

Exercise is a relative subject, and will change from person to person. The idea behind exercise is to 
promote circulation, increase lean body mass through resistance training exercises, improve 
cardiovascular health, and burn calories in the form of fat and other appropriate sources. On a daily 
basis it should be one's goal to burn approximately 200 calories or more with exercise.  

In a perfect world if you are of generally good health and free of physical limitations our preferred form 
of exercise is either: high intensity interval training (HIIT), or resistance training complexes. In both cases 
you’ll be using interval based activity to create a metabolic effect that lasts many hours after the 
workout is complete (up to 30 hours of additional caloric burning, primarily focused on calories from 
body fat according to some studies.) 

But in the event you are not in a physical condition today that permits the safe usage of primarily 
interval based activity, daily steady state cardiovascular activity at 60-70% of your maximum heart rate 
(220 - age X 0.6) for a minimum of 20 minutes may be used for your fat loss component. Steady state 
cardio should still be combined with safe, specific and regular resistance training 2-4 times/week with a 
primary goal to prepare you for the eventual use of interval based activities. (They just simply provide a 
bigger benefit with much less duration required.) 
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The following is what is appropriate, and should from this point forward be considered your mandatory 
starting point for your physical program. 

▪ 3 "VC" (Vigorous Cardio/HIIT) workouts a week.  Two 2-3 of those workouts should be Barre
or a 360 class. (mandatory)

▪ 2  MC/SBTF workouts per week (optional but highly recommended)

So	What	Do	You	Want? 

At this point you have established a menu based on your BMR and other parameters that you plan to 
follow. You have also started on a consistent (and maintainable!) cardiovascular regimen. It is of the 
utmost importance that the foods you are taking in on a daily basis are to be kept identical on a day-to-
day basis. That means the menu that has been constructed based on other information in this book is 
your starting point, and you are to eat exactly this amount of food for at least the next 2 days. No 
more, and no less. This is done to keep variables consistent and to allow the body some time to respond 
to these new energy sources and amounts. ONCE AGAIN, it cannot be overstated how important it is for 
you to take this seriously and maintain this intake and this variable for as long as you can!  

Consistency	+	Adjustment	=	FAT	LOSS, and what you are about to learn are the adjustments that come 
after the initial menu! 

Are you ready for this?!?! You are about to read and digest (mentally, of course!) exactly what you need 
to do to make your fat loss happen! These adjustments are tried, tested, and true parameters that are 
going to peel the fat off your frame. Slowly but surely, you will watch as your progress happens and your 
weight loss evolves!  

***It is critical that you have a day in between your VC workouts.  Do Not Do Them Back To Back!
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Realistically we are looking for 1-2 pounds of weight loss per week. And I know what you're thinking 
"But I want it to happen faster than that!". But let's take into consideration you are eating more, feeling 
healthy, performing better, and most of all the weight you are losing is fat! 

Picture yourself holding a pound of butter. Better yet, next time you're at the grocery store stack up 10 
pounds of butter on the ledge. Then picture taking that much fat off your frame! Better yet, stack up 50-
100 pounds of butter on the ledge and imagine taking that volume of fat off your body! Pretty 
remarkable isn't it? 

Here's the deal, you will weigh yourself in the morning, under the same variables and parameters, on 
the days you are instructed as per the adjustments below. Adjustments only need (in fact it’s critical you 
don’t adjust if you’re making progress because of the body’s fast adaptation response to subtle change; 
the whole premise of the 48 hours in 48-Hour Fat Loss.)  

Keep in mind you will have more success with weight loss if your food choices are kept similar on a day-
to-day basis throughout the course of this plan. 

So what happens after you have followed your menu for 2 days, and you noticed weight loss? Don't 
change anything!!! It's like we always tell our clients, "there is no use fixing something that isn't 
broken!". BUT! If you find yourself weighing in after 2 days of doing your exercise plan and eating 
exactly what's on your menu only to find you haven't lost any weight, then no need to fret! Just utilize 
the following adjustments, and track and record your weight loss every 2 days to know if you need to 
stay on the menu you are using currently, or if you need to make the next rotating adjustment.  

Adjustment	1	-	initial	caloric	reduction 

The human body does not respond well to drastic change, and thus the principles surrounding crash	
dieting do not work well with the body in the long term. After having established a base menu (staying 
true to the rules of basic nutrition featured earlier) it becomes necessary to make changes so that the 
body continues to adapt and shrink! 

The first and most basic of menu modifications is that of altering caloric intake. Assuming a specific 
caloric intake, as well as an initial macronutrient ratio has been established, it is simply a matter of 
sticking to this regimen for an initial 2 days and take note of changes in energy as well as weight over 
the course of these days. Keep in mind, it is important to keep the variables surrounding a “weigh-in” as 
identical as possible, so the best way to do it is first thing in the morning before any water or food is 
ingested. 

If the current menu has not offered any results then an initial modification is necessary, and in the case 
of weight loss the caloric drop should be about 250 calories, 200 of which should come from starch/fruit 
(or rather, 2 serving points) and the other 50 calories (1/2 serving point) should come from protein 
sources. After 48 hours repeat your weigh-in, gauge the amount of weight loss and make the next move 
appropriately. If weight loss happened, and energy levels stayed consistent then stick to this initial menu 
change until the body does not adapt further.  
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Next check-in in 48 hours… 

Adjustment	2	-	increase	cardiovascular	expenditure 

For this particular adjustment, the goal is to increase the amount of calories being burned through 
exercise over the course of a 24-hour period. This expenditure should involve increasing the exercise 
requirement of your cardiovascular exercise by 10 minutes per day, all the while sticking to the same 
menu you were utilizing on Adjustment 1. (Remember if you’re using HIIT training this means adding 1 
additional minute to both the warmup and cooldown and 8 minutes total to your interval segment.) 

Next check-in in 48 hours… 

Adjustment	3	-	caloric	conversion 

REMINDER:	Only	complete	the	next	adjustment	if	there	has	been	NO	progress,	if	any	progress	has	
occurred	DO	NOT	implement	any	further	adjustment	until	there	is	no	progress	at	the	end	of	any	given	
48-hour	period.	This	is	critical.

The next step in altering your menu is changing the types of energy being put into the body. More 
specifically referred to as macronutrient	modifications this is one of the most neglected and forgotten 
rules of nutrition. The science behind this is simple; in order to make the body work harder (and thus 
burn more calories) a “harder” type of calorie is ingested in replacement of a simpler calorie. Example: 
for an individual to replace 100 calories of rice with 100 calories of chicken breast, the energy systems 
required to break down the chicken breast to a usable energy source is much more complex and 
therefore gives the body more time to appropriately use this energy source as opposed to storing it as 
adipose tissue (fat tissue). 

Macronutrient modification is the next step after caloric adjustment, and offers a healthy alternative to 
starving one's self in order to achieve a fitness goal.  

For an individual losing weight, after a caloric and macronutrient requirement has been established and 
after subtle caloric modifications have been done as well as increasing caloric expenditure throughout 
the day, changing the energy systems going into the body is appropriate. The trick is taking caloric types 
being ingested throughout the day subtly changing them into a more difficult to digest energy source. 
This can essentially be done in one of two ways (start with #1 your first time through): 

1 - Swapping 100 calories of starch for fibrous content (or rather, exchanging 1 serving point of starch 
for 1 serving point of fibrous) 

2 - Swapping 100 calories of fibrous for protein (or rather, exchanging 1 serving point of fibrous for 1 
serving point of protein) 

In order for an appropriate macronutrient modification to occur, again a 100 caloric modification needs 
to be completed, or rather the shifting of 1 serving point to a harder to digest macronutrient. This is 
done by taking items on a current menu and replacing them with an item of equal caloric total of a 
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different macronutrient. Each time this adjustment is performed choose the alternate method. (ex. First 
time use method 1, next time use method 2, etc.) 

At this point you should be maintaining a new ratio for a total of 48 hours in order to gauge the effect of 
the switch, maintaining all the same exercise and eating variables.  

Next check-in in 48 hours… 

Adjustment	4	-	short	period,	caloric	reduction 

The next adjustment (again, assuming you stopped losing weight every 48 hours, as based on the menu 
you ended up with in Adjustment 3) will be a 48 hour period in which you will take your current menu 
and take a total of 3-4 serving points (300-400 calories) off for a period of 48 hours. This	is	only	a	
temporary	adjustment. These points should come mainly from starch points and one point from protein 
intake. Which means you will take off 2-3 serving points from starch, and 1 serving point from protein. 

This	adjustment	should	be	made	for	a	period	of	48	hours,	and	then	after	which	you	will	resort	back	to	
the	menu	you	made	after	adjustment	3 and eat that particular menu for a period of 48 hours before 
checking your weight again. If you start to lose weight again after this adjustment then stick to this 
menu and check again in 48 hours. If not, then move ahead to Adjustment 5. 

Adjustment	5	-	caloric	reduction 

Adjustment 5 is to take your current menu and take away 100 calories of protein (or rather, 1 serving 
point) and adhere to that menu with all the same cardiovascular and exercise parameters as always for a 
period of 48 hours before moving onto the last adjustment. 

Adjustment	6	-	short	period,	protein	menu 

"Protein Days" is a form of weight-loss menu manipulation that will be looked at for the final 
modification in your weight loss journey. This is only to be attempted if you have been 100% following 
these modifications up to this point. That means you ate 100% of what you were supposed to everyday 
based on a strict menu and when changes were made you continued to follow the new plan. It should 
be noted that at any point in menu manipulation if weight loss is still being achieved then changes do 
not necessarily need to be made.  

Protein days are only going to be attempted for minimal days at a time, and in this plan only for 48 
hours. You will do this particular "protein menu" for 48 hours, and then resort back to the same menu 
you were using on Adjustment 5.  

To develop a protein menu, take your current menu and write down the grand total of serving points 
you are taking in, in a day. Let's assume this number is 17. You would then take this number and eat that 
many serving points, however all points must come from either primary protein or primary fat choices. 
Try and take in 2/3 of your serving count in protein servings, and the other 1/3 in fat serving points. (or 
in this case, approximately 11 protein servings and 6 fat servings = 17 total servings) Don’t confuse 
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“protein days” with, something you may have heard about, Ketogenic dieting. The methodology may 
seem similar but the application isn’t the same. Ketogenics will be discussed in a later chapter. 

Your next check-in will be in 48 hours, but what then? 

You’ll see, read on. 

What	did	I	do	so	far?	In	short	form	... 

Step 1 - picked your starting menu, based on the appropriate calculations found in the appendixes, and 
eat that for two days. If no weight loss: 

Step 2 - drop 250 calories, or rather 2 servings from starches, and 0.5 servings from proteins/fats 

Step 3 - increase cardiovascular expenditure by 10 minutes per day 

Step 4 - try a caloric restricted menu for 48 hours by eliminating 3-400 calories from your current menu, 
after which go back to the menu you had on step 3 

Step 5 - if after step 4 you went back to your menu from step 3 and noticed no additional weight loss 
after 2 days, take an additional 100 calories (1 serving point) of protein off your menu from step 3 and 
eat that for 2 days 

Step 6 - if no weight loss after those 2 days, try a "protein menu" as instructed above for 2 days and then 
resort back to the menu from step 5 

Step	7	-	if	you	find	yourself	following	the	menu	from	step	5,	after	following	the	menu	from	step	6,	and	
still	aren't	seeing	weight	loss	after	a	48-hour	period,	then	go	right	back	to	step	1	and	cycle	through	the	
steps	all	over	again	maintaining	all	current	caloric	levels	and	ratios. 

This 7-step process guarantees that you will succeed because even if all starting calculations are wrong 
(again why eating more is better) it’s only a matter of time before we find YOUR body’s “sweet spot” 
where everything works exactly the way it’s supposed to. 

So let me summarize that: When starting a weight loss program, if you’re serious about the best and 
permanent results, it’s better to eat TOO MUCH than too little. Doesn’t that sound like much more fun 
than the other programs you’ve tried? 

Please	Keep	in	Mind 

The	above	is	very	specific	and	even	though	special	consideration	went	into	describing	the	process,	you	
may	find	better	success	using	one	of	the	premade	menus	as	given	with	48	Hour	Fat	Loss	initially,	and	
trying	to	make	only	subtle	substitutions	if	there	are	foods	you	absolutely	cannot	ingest.	 

One	of	the	most	important	concepts	to	keep	in	mind	when	getting	specific	enough	with	your	nutrition	to	
allot	for	menu	modification,	is	to	always	keep	in	mind	how	the	body	feels	and	is	reacting	to	certain	foods.	
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The	modification	methods	listed	above	represent	a	specific	and	precise	method	of	nutritional	coaching	
based	on	past	results	with	real-world	clientele	who	have	had	amazing	success. 

What	have	we	learned	summary	

1) Setting your Total Daily Caloric Intake
2) Choosing the right starting meal plan template.
3) 48-Hour Fat Loss adjustments, the real deal to immediate and lasting weight loss.
4) Rinse and repeat and this combined with “too much” food guarantees the final result.




